


Biowar І
1. Situational analysis – hunger and drought

2. Sustainability
a. Productivity and cropland

b. Water – consumption and pollution

c.        Fertilizer – cost and ecology 

3. Food sustainability
a. Food Cascade

b. Exports

c. World Hunger

4. How can we end Biowar І?

Hint: End subsidies that encourage pollution.
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Sustainable Food Production

Sustainable food production meets the needs of the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs. 

Sustainability depends on managing food’s critical variables: 

1. Water

2. Water

3. Land

Biowar І:  U.S. becomes the first civilization in                                               
Earth’s history to voluntarily burn their food.
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Biowar – Unconventional Warfare
Costs, Casualties and Catastrophe 

Biowar – Food or poisonous agents act as destructive weapons.

Biowar І burns our #1 food source and inflicts:
Costs – Billions in subsidies + higher food and gas costs

Casualties – 75 M impoverished Americans are hungry

Poisons our rivers, lakes and well water

Extracts our non-renewable fossil water

Kills fish, aquatic life, amphibians and birds

Catastrophe – high probability of causing mass starvation for 
30 M world citizens

Biowar causes pain, loss and destruction in a magnitude far 
greater than a conventional war because it is systemic
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Situational Analysis – 2008 

Poverty and hunger:

Most people hungry in the history of Earth

Most hungry Americans in history

Lowest grain reserves on record

Global warming:

Critical aquifers crash on three continents

Springs, rivers and lakes go dry in US, Mexico, India and China

Heat and drought causes crop loss for 15% of world’s grain

Western US locked in a 500 year drought; East 100 year drought

Severe storms, hurricanes and floods

President Bush announces his Biowar І surge:

“Burn 7 times more food.”
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Civilizations Collapse, Communities Starve            
with Climate Change

Old Kingdom of Egypt – crash: 2,200 B.C., drought

Akkadian empire – crash: 2,200 B.C., drought

Classic Mayan civilization – crash: A.D. 800, drought

Anasazi southwest US – crash: A.D. 800, drought

Tiwanaku, Lake Titicaca, Andes – crash: 1,100, drought 

Viking colonies of Greenland – crash: A.D. 1,400, cold  

Advanced technologies do not solve the problems that plagued 
prior civilizations. 

Failing water, civilizations fail and communities starve.
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Community Starvation
Caused by Biowar І
May be most agonizing way for humans to die:

Adults watch parents and children in prolonged, excruciating 
misery

Human body consumes its own tissues in a desperate attempt                        
to sustain energy

Skin changes color and loses elasticity, the stomach loses its                
ability to digest and the brain loses it’s ability to function

Eyes sink in their sockets, victims lose their memory and                        
become weak, fatigued and disoriented

Death comes from dysentery, pneumonia or heart failure                      
that mercilessly attack the weakened body
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World Hunger
U.N. World Health Organization

Underfed 
2.2 B

Starving  
2.2 B

Enough food 
2.2 B

When food prices double,                                                             
4 B hungry people eat half as much.

Live on < $1 a day
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30,000 children 
die of hunger 
every day
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US Hunger 
Corn Burned and Americans on Food Stamps

Correlation  ≠ Cause
Is burning our food sensible? Sustainable?
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Biowar І
Biowar І began when the 2005 Energy Policy Act:

300% increase in ethanol production

President Bush promised six objectives – all had already been 
proven false

Committed American taxpayers to $43 B in subsidies that:

Overuses precious cropland

Extracts trillions of gallons of fossil water

Pollutes soils, rivers, lakes and well water

Adds to greenhouse gases and smog

Decimates US food exports – meats, dairy, poultry, oils

Adds $300+ to the annual cost of food for each consumer

Biowar І has the capacity and the probability of killing                                 
more people than any prior war in human history.
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U.N. Report on Biofuels, May 2008

“Biofuel production threatens the availability of adequate food 
supplies by diverting land and other productive resources 
away from food crops. Biofuel crops require the best land, 
lots of water and environment-damaging chemical 
fertilizers.”

Biowar І is a preemptive war. The Bush administration ignored:
Government and world energy scientists

Experts on food policy and economics

Advice from our allies and friends

The United Nations
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Corn’s Weak Productivity

Biomass yield for energy

Land consumption
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10 foot,
4 lb plant yields
7 oz of kernels

7% of plant 
contains oil

= yield?

Corn Biomass Yield
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Kernel Yield
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97% of corn biomass is waste.
Only 30% of kernel is oil.
1 plant = 1.2 oz of gas equivalent energy



Feed the Hummer

Sierra Edwards holds 3.6 
pounds of corn –
Energy for 1 Hummer mile

• 664 lbs corn/ fill up
• For 20 K miles / year

= 33 tons of corn
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• 1 Hummer consumes enough food for 777 children  
• 30,000 children died today from hunger 
• 30,000 children will die tomorrow from malnutrition                     
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Current mandate:
35 B gallons 
of ethanol

• Replaces 6% of oil imports.
• Land use is unsustainable. 
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Why Don’t Farmers 
Use Ethanol?

Too expensive – let consumers pay ethanol premium

Weak – only 64% of the power of gas; 45% of diesel

Fails to work in high compression engines

Mixes too easily with water, which ruins it as a fuel

Eats or degrades motor parts – alcohol (200 proof) 
dissolves rubber gaskets

Why should consumers pay a premium for a product 
producers will not use? 
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Water

Corn’s Achilles Heel

Consumptive use

Fossil aquifers

Corn’s thirst
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Half of US Food by Value Grows on Arid Land                
and Requires Irrigation – Why?

Irrigation provides water when its needed

Sunshine – more photosynthesis 

Heat – warmth grows plants faster 

Good topsoil that drains – water percolates 
through topsoil easily

Each factor adds to water consumption.
Is extracting water sustainable? 
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Water – Consumptive vs Non-Consumptive

• Homes recycle water after cleaning
• 90% of agricultural water is lost for reuse
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Aquifers

Alluvial – some recharge
• Extraction causes storage loss
• Only about 10% recharge per year
• Depends on rivers flooding

Fossil – no recharge
• Blocked by bedrock

• Can extract but not recharge
• Water entered a millennia ago

High Plains and West extracts from fossil aquifers.
As water table lowers, springs, lakes and rivers go dry.

Aquifer – underground water storage; rock, sand, gravel.
Water table – top level of underground water.

Shale /
bedrock

Water 
table

Topsoil
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Corn – a Thirsty Plant

1 gallon of ethanol requires _________ water?

Corn production = 140 bushels per acre
1 bushel of corn, 56 lbs, yields 2.5 gallons of ethanol

3 acre feet 
= 1 million gallons 

per acre of corn
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Water Withdrawals

• Over 5 trillion gallons pumped from US 
heartland each year

• Tragedy of the Commons

Ogallala aquifer
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1 gal ethanol consumes 
3,000 gal of  water
= 12 tons

Irrigation water:
High Plains = 2 acre-feet
West = 3 acre-feet
California = 3.5 acre-feet



Corn Geography

>24 M corn acres in West 

Irrigated land refineries  
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44

242 refineries
44 in Iowa

Unknown about any of Iowa’s 44 refineries:
• Water consumption
• Air pollution
• Soil pollution
• Water pollution

100th Meridian

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Map_of_U


100 M gallon Ethanol Refinery
on Irrigated Corn Land
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Water consumption annually:

Corn = 300 B gallons  

Refinery = 720,000 gallons

> 2 M households (8 M people)



Fertilizer Use – 2002 

Nitrogen
Phosphate

Potash

Corn Cotton Soybeans Wheat

Nutrient Tons

5 M

1 M

3 M
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Dead Zone from Run-off
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Herbicides and Pesticides
Corn Surge = More Pollution

Herbicides > 1 M tons

Kills weeds and … 

Must double dose if              
no rotation

> 77 M lbs Atrazine –
endocrine disrupter

EPA starting studies

Pesticides 

Carcinogenic pesticides – 53

< 1% reaches target pest

Remainder goes where?

25% of lakes posted unfit

> 4 M acute human 
poisonings / yr (EPA)

• Runs off to rivers, lakes and well water
• Long shelf-life in soils and water
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World Food

The World’s Apple

Food Cascade
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The World’s Apple Shrinks by 40%
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World’s imported grain

US Other countries 15% loss –
weather

50% removed
Burned for ethanol

US

The whole apple:
• Stabilizes food prices
• Assures availability
• Enables poor countries 

to buy food
• Facilitates food aid



Business Model Flaw – Access Swing

• Government subsides and tariffs create a controlled market

• Policy architects forgot to limit corn                                                   
consumption for fuel (no limit)

Refineries –$250 M; leveraged at 70%

• Located in remote locations

• Symbiotic relationship to minimize transport  

Weather – Predictably, 10% local bad weather     occurs for corn land

• Local crop failure forces the refinery to swing a wider circle to buy corn

• Refineries must buy all available corn or face foreclosure 

• Deep pockets win – who loses?                                                               (food)
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Local corn

Refinery



Food cascade
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Food Cascade Outcome

30 M people starve

More people will starve in each of the next years

We have no solution to manufacture water or land for food

Water pollution will jeopardize water for household use

America may deny responsibility for world food security 

America will not be able to deny that our policy to burn our 
food destabilized world food supplies and led directly to the 
community starvation of millions 
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End Biowar І
Let ethanol compete in the market 
with other bioenergy options.

1. Withdraw ethanol 
subsidies

Allow departments to regulate in the 
public interest not the interests of 
Big Oil and political donors.

4. Enable US 
departments to 
regulate

Increase taxes on environmentally 
destructive activities.

5. Begin environmental 
tax reform

Shift those subsidies, especially fossil 
fuels, to renewable energy. 

3. Withdraw subsidies 
that encourage 
pollution 

Focused on multiple renewable 
energy sources.

2. Create a sustainable 
energy project 
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What can You Do?

Biowar1.com

Write congress to end ethanol subsidies

End subsidies for ecological damage, e.g. oil

Critique concepts, post your ideas 

Extend Biowar І content and models
Update or correct sources: N pollution, irrigated land 
and aquifer viability 

Use Biowar І content for local presentations
Contribute to surveys on food and fuels policy

Share your ideas for an effective path forward

Add your quote to support the world’s voice 
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Let’s end Biowar І
36
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extras
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Subsidies create Overconsumption
Subsidies for Ethanol, $43 B, and Big Oil, $205 B

Consider what our taxes subsidize:

Corn-based foods – leads to obesity, diabetes and a host of other 
medical maladies

Corn animal feed – causes safety, health and digestive problems 
for animals – cattle need antibiotics

Gasoline – leads to gas addiction and more imported fuel, global 
warming, traffic congestion and smog 

Precious US cropland and water – extracts non-renewable water

Overuse, erosion and pollution of US soils, rivers, lakes and 
groundwater 

Kills plants, animals and birds in wetlands, rivers and lakes
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US Food Sustainability –
Surge in Corn Impacts 

Soils – Only a few inches
Overuse – all available
Erosion – 6 tons/acre
Fertilizer pollution
Pesticide pollution

Water – Limited, a few feet 
Much is non-renewable 
Overuse – subsidies 
Erosion
Pollution – run-off  
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Global Warming 
Hard on Food – Greedy on Water

World
Expands deserts

More severe storms

Melts glaciers and snow

Demands more irrigation

Heat + drought ruin crops

Increases pests and fungi

Increases competing weeds

Salt destroys good cropland

Crashes critical aquifers

United States
500 year drought in West

50% less water in West

100 year drought in East

New heat record set each year

Corn stunts in heat

Decreases snow pack >50% 

Demands more irrigation

Severe tornados and hurricanes

Record forest and grassland fires
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Grain Reserves and Water

Lester Brown, President, Earth Policy Institute. The world population 
has the lowest grain reserves ever, 57 days. Millions are 
threatened with starvation. Ethanol displaces too much food, 
creates environmental destruction and will lead to dire 
consequences.

Jeffery Sachs, Director, Earth Institute, Columbia University. 
Environmental pressures, namely loss of soil moisture, will compel 
hundreds of millions of people to relocate. This will deepen the 
food crisis for many of the world’s poorest and most vulnerable 
people. Food and water insecurity creates wars, severe human 
suffering and starvation.
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MPG – Energy

• Typical car gets 20 mpg and goes 15K mi/yr 
• At $3 /gal, user must pay an additional $1,125 for ethanol

Privileges usually come with a choice.
With ethanol, you have no choice.
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Nitrogen Prices
Corn production pushes up prices
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• Other food cost inputs are increasing similarly
• Natural gas prices increased 5x and are rising
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Eflation – Ethanol Induced

Food

Annual 
US
average 

U
ni

ts

Price 
increase
2006 –
2008

Price 
per unit

Annual 
extra 
cost

Red meat 110 lbs 11% $3.98 $48.16

Poultry 74 lbs 55% $0.78 $31.75 

Milk 22 gal 22% $4.12 $19.94 

Frozen dairy 24 lbs 22% $4.00 $21.12 

Cheese 32 lbs 78% $2.08 $51.92 

Fat products 87 lbs 22% $3.50 $66.99 

Corn sweeteners 77 lbs 25% 0.17 $3.27 

Eggs 21 doz 80% $1.20 $20.16 

Total $263.31

Eflation cost to US consumers = $79 B
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Subsidies:

Direct

Indirect
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Soil Erosion
One inch of soil takes >50 years to create

Corn Production

Fields are tilled smooth and competing roots removed

78% of US corn is GMO and cannot compete with weeds

GMO corn needs more water – less crop per drop

Raindrops seem innocent

A raindrop falling in still air arrives at about 20 mph

Storms drive raindrops with wind, 60 mph, and at an angle

Millions of raindrops from a storm sends soil plunging                          
downhill into creeks, rivers and lakes
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Abandoned Land
25 M Acres Globally 

Aquifer crash – Texas

Bigger pipes

Bigger pumps

Salt invasion

Dissolved salts

Salt crust

Salt flows back to rivers

Remove salt only with 
farmers’ rain – long and slow

When fossil aquifers crash,               
the land must be abandoned. 
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Dangers of Monocropping 

Lack of plant diversity causes threat from any vector:

• Water mould, fungus starved 1 M people, Irish Potato Famine

• Bacteria, destroyed production, US Corn Blight in 1970s

• Micro-fungus killed most the great Elm trees in the 1990s

• Sudden oak death kills thousands of oaks annually in the West 

• Bark beetles devastate millions of acres in Alaska and the West

• West Nile virus kills millions of birds and dozens of people

• Mediterranean fruit fly causes billions in crop damage

• Honeybee sudden hive death causes billions in crop loss

• Soybean blight causes millions in crop loss
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Biowar І Objectives
Driven by Government Subsidies
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All objectives had been proven false before 2005.



Political Actions
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Politician

Advantages
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Path to Biowar І
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US Cropland

441 M acres

35 B gallons of ethanol consumes 
220 M acres, 50% of US cropland.
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Stakeholders
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Few Many



Flood Disasters by Decade
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Ethanol Scorecard
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3,000 Gallons of Water

1 gallon ethanol

= 2,830 gallons

= 12 tons of water
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US Energy – Sources 

Natural 
gas

23% Nuclear 
power

8%

Petroleum
23%

Renewable 
energy

6%

Coal
40%

We need to increase renewable component.
Is ethanol the right answer?
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Renewable Energy Sources

Solar 1%

Biomass
46%

Geothermal 
6%

Hydroelectric
45%

Wind 2%

95% of biomass 
is ethanol 
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Perfect Storm to Biowar
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Corn Stover

Stover:
• Retains water and moisture
• Retards erosion
• Retains pesticides
• Provides fertilizer

Removing stover:
• Damages soil
• Damages ecology  
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Ethanol’s Energy Inputs

Coal
56%

Natural 
Gas
38%

Petroleum
6%

• Coal fuels electrical grid
but pollutes with GHG + mercury

• 50% of natural gas is imported
cost has gone up 5x

• 64% of petroleum is imported
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Subsidy changes

Transfer ethanol subsidies to five cities a year to build 
public transportation systems

End rather than increase subsidies for Big Oil fossil fuels 

Shift the US fleet from expensive and inefficient E-85 to 
efficient gas-electric hybrids

Require auto makers to increase gas mileage efficiency 
in cars by 5% (or keep the same mpg standards but use 
E-85 for mpg tests)

Redirect half of NASA’s space budget to renewable fuels 
R&D and climate monitoring
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Environmental tax

Follow Ross Perot’s recommendation to tax 
gasoline to break our addiction

Put an ecosystem tax on bottled water to represent 
its true environmental cost of bottling, 
transportation, handling and waste disposal

Put a luxury tax on the sale and annual license of 
SUVs and other gas-inefficient vehicles 

Create ecotaxes to encourage consumer purchases 
of sustainable products and packaging
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Promote energy savings

Promote ride-sharing, mass transit, bikes and other 
forms of energy-efficient urban transportation 

Engineer a national campaign for home and 
commercial building insulation

Replace incandescent light bulbs with energy 
efficient compact fluorescent bulbs that use one 
fourth as much electricity

Recycle and reuse energy-costly products such as 
printer cartridges
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Energy Inputs to Ethanol

Farm Inputs
Seeds and fertilizers
Herbicides and pesticides
Water, if irrigated

Distrib
ute

Corn ethanol –
sources and 
uses of oil

Grow

Harvest

Process

Equipment
Tractors, truck, harvesters
Manufacture and distribution
Maintenance 

Bio-Refinery
Crush and squeeze
Heat and reheat
Ferment with more heat 

Farm
Till soil; distribute fertilizers
Manage weeds and pests
Harvest  

18% energy

15% energy64% energy

3% energy
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Consumer behavior change

Encourage consumers buy reusable bags for 
groceries and put an eco-tax on plastic bags

Put meters on home electrical boxes so consumer 
can see their costs and savings 

Create a national campaign to insure tires are 
inflated properly

Mandate more efficient household appliances, 

especially air conditioners
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Arguments against Ethanol

1. World food – Removing 50% of US corn creates world food 
insecurity and will lead to a food cascade and mass starvation.

2. Abuse of power –We abdicate our responsibility to our fellow 
world citizens when we burn food for our convenience.  

3. Fossil water – The irreplaceable fossil water supports cities as 
well as irrigation. Ethanol requires 12 tons of water per gallon.

4. Trade balance – Ethanol threatens to decimate not just grain 
exports but dairy, poultry, meat and oil exports.

5. Land – Production of over 120 M corn acres requires too much 
precious cropland – and with rotation, it requires over 240 M 
acres. America does not have disposable cropland.
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Arguments against Ethanol II

6. Water cost –The subsidized cost of irrigation makes irrigation 
water too expensive for ethanol production.

7. Environment – Massive corn production destroys the 
ecosystem, pollutes well water, rivers and lakes and devastates 
a large section of the Gulf of Mexico. 

8. Low productivity – Five acres of dedicated corn cropland, a full 
city block, to support just one car each year is too much land.

9. Cost – Ethanol subsidies could achieve US energy objectives if 
used elsewhere. 

10. GHG – The ethanol industry pollutes the air with inputs for 
growing corn, energy used in processing and transportation and 
burning ethanol in cars. 
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Arguments against Ethanol III

11. Failed objectives – Ethanol fails every objective promised by 
the Bush administration and appointees at EPA, DOE and USDA. 

12. Energy – Ethanol takes as much energy to produce as it 
delivers. 

13. Green – Ethanol production requires fossil fuels that are not 
renewable – coal, natural gas, gasoline and diesel. 

14. Wipes out wildlife – Massive corn production kills animals, 
birds and fish through habitat destruction and pollution.

15. Focus on ethanol – precludes sufficient R&D for renewable 
fuels with higher potential.
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Arguments against Ethanol IV

16. Biomass waste – Over 97% of the large corn plant is waste, not 
energy. One corn plant yields only 1.5 ounces of gasoline 
equivalent energy.

17. Not practical – The massive use of resources makes ethanol 
unfeasible.  

18. Unsustainable – Resource constraints such as water and 
weather make the industry unsustainable.
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Hummer 
Annual Ethanol Consumption for 15 K Miles

Consumes 24 tons of 
corn – a year’s food for:
• 108 adults
• 200+ children

Hummer – 10 MPG

1 mpg = 0.64 mpge (ethanol)

32 gal tank – 73.2 fills / year

2,342 gal / year

24.3 tons corn / year

3.6 lb corn / mile
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World Leaders

Fidel Castro. In an April 2008 letter, he warned President Bush about his 
enthusiasm for his “sinister idea of converting food into fuel that 
jeopardizes the lives of 3 B people.”

Jacques Diouf, Director-General, United Nations FAO. “Crops that require 
high fossil energy inputs and valuable farmland and that have relatively 
low energy yields, should be avoided.”

Ted Williams, Audubon Society. “Our addiction to corn-derived alcohol is 
not only costing us a lot of money but it's also wiping out fish and 
wildlife habitat, and polluting our air, soil and water.”
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Ohio’s Ethanol Consumption
Heart of the Corn Belt

More cropland than Ohio and Illinois combined.

• 11.5 M people, only 3.8% of the US population

• About 7.6 M normal car drivers use E-100 (100% ethanol)

• Each car requires five acres of crop land a year 

(5 acres / car) * 7.6 M cars = 38 M acres of cropland
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Consumptive vs Non-Consumptive Water
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Subsidence

1925

1955

1977

60 feet

Why do aquifers lose storage capacity?

• Ground compacts
• Sink-holes
• Fissures 

San Joaquin Valley
California
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